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I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a network
that depends less on infrastructure. Enhancement in
safety-related techniques and comfort while driving is
the most significant services provided. It permits ve-
hicles to exchange data concerning the safety and traf-
fic analysis. The range of VANET application has in-
creased with the new advances in technology and im-
provement of smart cities across the world. VANET
provides a self-aware system that has the main effect
on the enhancement of traffic services and in mini-
mizing road accidents. Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANET) has typically gained the attention of to-
day’s researchers, while the existing solutions still not
sufficient to realize secure VANET and to protect the
network from attacks, trying to reach an acceptable
level for both the driver and the manufacturer to com-
plete safety of life and infotainment [1], [2], [3].

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
assigned the frequency spectrum for vehicle commu-
nications under Dedicated short-range communica-
tions (DSRC). DSRC is divided into seven 10 MHz
channels, which are currently distributed across the
spectrum between 5.850 and 5.925 GHz in bands,
numbered between 172 and 184. The channel num-
bered 178 is used only for safe communication,
while there are four service channels numbered 174,
176,180 and 182 that are dedicated for reporting an
insecure case. However, channels (172, 184) are
used for specific purposes. DSRC forms the basis of
IEEE 802.11p, also known as Wireless Vehicle Ac-
cess (WAVE) [4].
These networks have major features including high
mobility and large scalability, allowing them to
deliver interesting communication services to both
drivers and passengers. Services to the driver include
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accident warnings and traffic conditions. Services to
the passengers comprise reliable Internet connection.
Indeed, drivers can prevent accidents if they get an
urgent message half a second before the accident [5].
However, confirming the security of these networks is
necessary to guarantee the expected services. Differ-
ent attacks could expose the VANET’s performance
from a security point of view [6]. These attacks can
be classified into the following types (Fig.1):
(1) Fabrication Attack: in this attack, the attacker
sends incorrect information into the network for in-
stance changing the destination address, source ad-
dress, hop count. The information could be incor-
rect or the transmitter could assert that it is another
node. This attack includes deleting messages, warn-
ings, declarations, personalities.
(2) Sybil Attack: in this attack, the attacker makes
multiple identities to simulate multiple nodes. For ex-
ample, a malicious node forges a large number of fake
identities to interrupt the proper working of VANET
applications. This attack is very dangerous because a
bone node can give its various locations at the same
time and this will create security risks.
(3) Denial-of-Service (DoS): in this attack, the at-
tacker targets to shut down a node or network, mak-
ing it inaccessible to its intended users. DoS attacks
accomplish this by flooding the target with traffic or
sending it information that triggers a crash [7].
(4) Black hole Attack: When a malicious user enters
into the network and stops forwardingmessages to the
next nodes by dropping messages.
(5) Grey hole Attack: This attack occurs if some node
drop 50% of the packets and the rest 50% is sent by
altering the message. In this way, wrong information
is broadcast [8, 9].
Our work focuses on the detection of the fabrica-
tion source attack at the routing layer in a vehicular
environment in order to reduce the delay of packets
and to increase the packet delivery ratio. In this pa-
per, we consider a reactive routing protocol where a
source node sends Route Request (RREQ) packets to
his neighbors andwaits for a Route Reply packet from
a destination in order to discover the route between
the source and the destination.
In particular, in the source attack algorithm, the
source node aims to send a route request message to a
destination during the route discovery process, an in-
termediate node which acts as a malicious node fabri-
cates the source address of the message, it selects ran-
domly from the routing table a source address that is
different from the input source address and the current
node address and forwards the message to its neigh-
bors. The anti- source attack algorithm aims to dis-
cover this fabrication attack by creating two variables
at each node, to check if the input source address in
RREQ is equal or not to the output destination address

Figure 1: Attack in VANET

in RREQ.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
A literature review is provided in Section II. Section
III presents the two proposed algorithms: the source
attack and the anti-source attack. In Section IV, the
performance of our proposal is studied, where we
compare the results of the two proposed algorithms.
Lastly, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce related work that tar-
gets Vehicular network attack, several papers pointed
to a different type of attacks, the most significant
was fabrication, Denial of service (DOS), black hole
and grey hole etc. In [10], the performance model
focused to detect the fabrication attacks using sta-
tistical analysis of link latencies. A novel solution
has been designed requiring a new link to undergo a
vetting period during which its latency is evaluated.
In [11], the authors explored the impact of differ-
ent PAI species, fabricated with different materials,
on several local-based descriptors combined with the
Fisher Vector feature encoding, in order to increase
the robustness to unknown attacks. In [12], a differ-
entMessage FabricationDetectionmechanism, called
MEFAD scheme were proposed. This scheme is de-
signed to recognize vehicle-fabricating information in
VANETs. The target of the approach is to avoid ma-
licious nodes or vehicles from intercepting packets in
transmission. In [13], two methods were presented
to diminish the MPR execution number in a way to
minimize control message congestion in OLSR. Re-
sults revealed the accuracy of the proposed method
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in rising both packet delivery and throughput while
decreasing the communication overhead. In [14], the
authors proposed a novel scheme for recognition of
malicious node in Black Hole attack in CR-VANET.
In this model, the authors used a Trusty Dynamic
Software Agent (TDSA) which are active for each
node in VANETs and shares databases in the mem-
ory spaces of the neighboring nodes. Moreover, they
matched the communication range(R) and the dis-
tance between two adjacency nodes. In [15], an ac-
tive Sybil attack detection algorithm was proposed
in order to locate Sybil nodes using short detection
packets without adding special hardware or exchang-
ing pieces of information. Different than the previous
detection approaches, this algorithm was capable of
Sybil detection even in dynamic power environments.
The authors of [16] present an intelligent Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) which depends on anomaly
detection to protect external communications from
the grey hole and rushing attacks. These attacks try
to avoid transmission between vehicles and roadside
units (RSU) and have a straight and bad impact on
the extensive approval of this novel class of vehicles.
They used two classes of machine learning which are
neural network and a support vector machine for the
design of the intelligent IDS.

III. PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we present a new source fabrication
model that consists of two algorithms source attack
and anti-source attack, it is very significant and novel
since it focuses on a sensitive message fabrication that
will affect the entire network and cause a lot of dam-
age. The main ideas we are going to focus on in our
proposed work are listed below:
1) The RREQ message which contains the sequence
number, the source and destination addresses and the
hop count.
2) Themalicious node selects randomly from the rout-
ing table a source address that is different from the in-
put source address and the current node address.
3) Creation of two variables that contain the input
source address and the output source address.
4) Check variable 1 and variable 2, and accordingly
we identify the node as malicious or not.
5) Update the routing table at each node.

A. Reactive Routing Protocol
Reactive routing protocols are called on-demand rout-
ing protocols because the routing process starts by
discovering paths when a source node needs to com-
municate with the destination node [17, 18]. These
protocols don’t maintain routing information or rout-
ing activity at the network nodes if there is no com-
munication. Concerning the route discovery process,
it occurs by flooding the route request packets to the

neighbors. This process starts once the source sends
a Route Request (RREQ) packet and waits subse-
quently for a Route Reply packet from the destina-
tion. The RREQ packet contains the source address,
a destination address, hop count, broadcast id and se-
quence number. While, the RREP packet contains
the source address, a destination address, destination
sequence, hop count and lifetime.Vehicular Reactive
Protocol (VRR), and Stable CDS-Based Routing Pro-
tocol (SCRP) is examples of Reactive Routing Proto-
cols [13], [17], [18].

B. Source Fabrication Attack
We consider a reactive routing alternative which re-
lies on the route discovery process by flooding a spe-
cific request message (i.e., RREQ) to neighbors in or-
der to find a route from source to destination. This
message contains the source address and destination
address when the node reaches the destination then
sends a reply message (i.e., RREP) that determines
the optimal path between the source and the destina-
tion according to bandwidth or traffic load [19].
In this section, we propose a new source attack al-
gorithm that fabricates the source address of the in-
put route request at the intermediate node. Our pro-
posed algorithm starts by broadcasting a route request
message from the source to the destination to find the
different possible paths. Then, the destination node
sends, in the reverse path, a route reply message.
In the source attack algorithm, the process starts when
an intermediate node receives a packet. Then, we
check the type of input packet, if it is not RREQ,
the source attack process will end here, otherwise,
the malicious node selects distinct random source ad-
dress from the routing table. Following the context
before, we check the input source address and the ran-
dom source address at each node, if they are the same,
we move to the next node, if not, the node switches
between the source of the RREQ packet with the se-
lected random source address. After that, the mali-
cious node forwards the RREQ packet to the desti-
nation address. The source attack process has a great
bad impact on the network, it increases the congestion
by sending unneeded packets, besides it decreases the
packet delivery ratio because of replying the packets
to the fabricated source.
Fig.2 shows an example about the source fabrication
attack, node A needs to send data to node G, for that
node A needs to discover the route to node G, upon
that it sends a route request message to its neighbors.
In this case node B will receive a route request from
node A, after that node B broadcasts the RREQ packet
to all its neighbors with source address A and des-
tination address H. In that context, node C, D and
E will broadcast the route request message to their
neighbors, while the malicious nodes (C, D) will also
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Algorithm 1: Source Fabrication Attack Al-
gorithm

Require: String src;
0: do
1: packet = receivePacket();
2: if packet.type == RREQ then
3: src = inputpacket.src;
4: srcAddress = selectRandomAddress();
5: if src =!srcAddress then
6: packet.src = srcAddress;
7: forwardPacket(packet);
8: end if
9: end if
10: While packets>0

broadcast the message, but by changing the source ad-
dress from A to E and B respectively (select random
source address from the routing table), only node E
send the RREQ without changing the source address.
The source fabrication allows the destination node G
to receive multiple route request packets with differ-
ent source addresses, from the nodes C, D and F. After
that the node G will send many RREP each one ac-
cording to source built in the RREQ. This process has
a great impact on the network, it increases the con-
gestion by sending unneeded packets, besides, and it
increases the end-to-end delay through the sending of
the data packets to the right destination through the
longest path (A-C-E-F-G instead of A-B-C-G and A-
B-D-G).

Figure 2: Source Fabrication Attack

C. Source Anti Fabrication Attack
In the source anti fabrication attack algorithm, the
process starts by creating two variables and cleaning
them at each node. Then, the algorithm checks the
type of the input packet, if it is not RREQ, the pro-
cess ends here, else, we put the input source address
in variable 1 and the output source address in variable
2. Following the context before, we check the input
source address (variable 1) and the output source ad-
dress (variable 2) at each node, if they are the same,
we move to the next node, if not we detect the cur-
rent node as a malicious vehicle. After that, we drive
a broadcast change message to the neighbor that in-
form all nodes to remove the malicious vehicle from
their routing tables.

Algorithm 2: Source Anti-Attack Algo-
rithm

Require: String src1;
Require: String src2;
Require: packet = receivePacket();
1: if packet.type == RREP then
2: src1 = inputPacket.src;;
3: src2 = outputPacket.src;
4: if src1 != src2 then
5: sendChangeMessage(vehicle);
6: removeVehicleFromTable(vehicle);
7: end if
8: end if=0

IV. SIMULATION

A. Simulation Scenario
In our simulation, we download Hamra file from
OpenStreetMap (OSM), then we used this map file in
SUMO 0.22 simulator to create a real-time scenario
as shown in Fig.3, The mobility of traffic data is gen-
erated in SUMO trace exporter [20], [21], [22], [23]
[24], [25], [26]; then it is exported to NS2 simulator
to study the performance evaluation of our proposed
algorithms as depicted in Fig.4. Table I shows a sum-
mary of the parameters that have been adopted in this
simulation.
The evaluation of our algorithms is analyzed accord-
ing to different performance metrics.These quantities
measurements is useful for assessing the performance
of vehicular communication in the proposed attacking
and anti-attacking algorithms.
These fabrication algorithms are developed on the re-
active routing protocol, where a source sends a RREQ
packets to its neighbors and waits for a Route Reply
packet from a destination.
The following performance metrics are employed in
this study:
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Figure 3: Hamra-Beirut Region Map

1) Packet delivery ratio: the total number of received
packets over the number of sent packets.
2) End to end delay: is the time taken by a packet to
be routed throughout the network from a source to its
destination.
Fig.5 shows an improvement in packet delivery ra-
tio of our proposed source anti-attack reactive rout-
ing algorithm (SAAR) with respect to the source at-
tack reactive routing algorithm (SAR). We detect that
with 60 vehicles, the packet delivery ratio of the anti-
attack algorithm SAAR touched 95%, while in the at-
tacked SAR it touched around 42%. When the num-
ber of vehicles increases, the packet delivery ratio de-
creases; this is typical because the number of route

Figure 4: Simulation Process

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameters Value

Simulator NS-2.35
Traffic Simulator SUMO

Wireless communication IEEE 802.11 p
Propagation model Nakagami
Frequency band 5.9 GHz
Channel width 10 MHz

Number of vehicles [60,80,100,120,140,160]
Simulation duration [200 sec]
Communication range 100 m
Network dimension 2500 m * 1500 m

request messages and event messages increases. Al-
though, the SAAR algorithm still achieves better than
the SAR in all other cases 80, 100, 120, 140 and 160
vehicles.This improvement is achieved as a result of
the early detecting of the malicious node.

Fig.6 specifies an enhancement in the end-to-
end delay of our proposed source anti-attack algo-
rithm (SAAR) concerning the source attack algorithm
(SAR). We observe that with 60 vehicles, the end-to-
end delay value of the anti-attack algorithm SAAR is
equal to 5.3 ms, however, in the attack SAR it is equal
to 3 ms. However, when the number of vehicles in-
creases to 160, the end to end delay increases in both
protocols to 5 ms and 7.5 ms in the SAAR algorithm
and attack SAR algorithm respectively, due to the
congestion. This specifies that the end to end delay in
the source anti-attack algorithm SAAR achieves bet-
ter than the source attack SAR in all cases.
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Figure 5: Packet delivery ratio with respect to the
number of vehicles
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V. CONCLUSION
Vehicular communications have become an active
area of research and standardization. The commu-
nication between vehicles will lead to more efficient
and secured roads by providing information about
traffic and road conditions to vehicle drivers. In this
paper, we proposed two new algorithms, the source
attack and the source anti-attack, that are classified
as fabrication attacks. In the source attacker algo-
rithm, the malicious node selects a distinct random
source address from the routing table. Consequently,
the malicious node switches the source of the RREQ
packet with the selected source address. Therefore,
it forwards the RREQ packet to the destination ad-
dress. In the anti-attack algorithm, we created two
variables and cleaning them at each node. Following
the context before, we check the input source address
(variable 1) and the output source address (variable
2) at each node, if they are the same, we move to the
next node, if not, we detect the current node as a ma-
licious node. Hereafter, we drove a change message
to the neighbor that inform all nodes to remove the
malicious node from their routing table. The results
indicated that an improvement in terms of end to end
delay and packet delivery ratio is achieved. For future
work, we plan to explore a predictive algorithm that
captures the malicious node in the first period of the
attack.
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